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Trespass
"Open Door Church has served as a homeless shelter for more than a decade, but when their pastor dies
unexpectedly, those who remain struggle to take up the reins to keep the ministry going. And then
there's young Daniel, who seems to be working miracles in their midst, which of course, isn't possible.
Or is it?"--Page 4 of cover.

Why? - eBook [ePub]
Thomas Hunter narrowly survives a shooting attempt only to awaken in an alternate universe of green
forests, a world to which he subsequently travels every time he goes to sleep.

Daniel
Whispers from Yesterday
Winter is coming, and so are the soldiers. In the midst of America's Civil War, the fighting in the
mountains of the Northwest is between the white soldiers and the Indian tribes. An independent man with
bonds in both worlds, Moses Calhoun finds himself caught between the opposing sides. If he is going to
survive, he must rely on his skill in the mountains. If you love a Mountain Western so cold you need a
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blanket to read it, then grab your flintlock rifle and your possibles bag, and saddle up for this ride
through the frozen Northwest. Make sure you've got plenty of powder and shot, because there will be
Blood on the Mountain. Click the buy button to join Moses Calhoun. And don't forget to bring your coat.

Quick-Fix Gluten Free
Piercehaven Power wants to erect two windmills on Chicken Hill. Some islanders will do anything to stop
this from happening. Will the controversy rip this tightknit community apart? Can Emily’s new softball
team put this small Maine island back together again?

The Forgiving Hour
In a humorous historical romance, cowboy Rafe Kincaid must choose between family bonds that could
restore his trust or a love--in the form of Julia Gilliland--that could heal his heart. Original.

The Schoolhouse (Large Print)
She begged God to rescue her. He said, “Go.” So she headed out into the blizzard. In a car that wasn’t
exactly hers, with a dog who wasn’t exactly a rat terrier, she drove. Until she ran out of gas in the
small Maine town of Mattawooptock. Mattawoopwhat? What on earth is God thinking? But it is there, in a
weird little bathroom in a weird little church in a weird little town that Maggie Hansen finds herself.
And as God would have it, she finds a lot more than that.

Blood on the Mountain
02

Windmills
When the ground shakes, and a poor nation's economy is destroyed; when the waters rise, washing away a
community's hopes and dreams; when a child suffers neglect and abuse; when violence tears apart nations;
where is God? If God is all powerful, and if each one of us is a beloved child of God, then how can God
allow tragedy and suffering to infest his creation? When we lift our prayers to God, and no answer seems
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to come; when we earnestly seek to know the will of God for our lives, yet can't seem to discern it;
when God seems far away; where is God? If God counts the hairs on our head, and knows every sparrow that
falls, why is finding and understanding God's will so difficult at times?In Why? Making Sense of God's
Will best-selling author Adam Hamilton brings fresh insight to the age-old question of how to understand
the will of God. Rejecting simplistic answers and unexamined assumptions, Hamilton addresses how we can
comprehend God's plan for the world and ourselves. "When it comes to the weightiest problems for our
faith, like suffering and unanswered prayers and God's will, philosophers don't get the job done for me.
But thoughtful pastors do. For me, the one thoughtful pastor who offers wisdom for our deepest questions
is Adam Hamilton. This book is a rare gift and the kind of book that needs to be close at hand for all
Christians. This book proves theology has to be done by pastors."-Scot McKnight, author of A Community
Called Atonement "As someone for whom the 'Christian answers' I grew up with failed to satisfy the
troubling questions of my adulthood, I deeply appreciate Adam Hamilton's thoughtful book Why? I
recommend this book to anyone who longs to leave behind simplistic answers and discover a God who
invites them into a collaborative process of bringing redemption, love and hope to a world in desperate
need."-Lynne Hybels, author of Nice Girls Don't Change the World "Unlike many Christian writers these
days, Adam Hamilton does actually make sense of God's will. This is a profoundly satisfying treatment of
common misconceptions about God. Everyone who asks 'Why?' when confronted with evil, innocent suffering,
unanswered prayers, and failure to perceive God's will should read this book."-Roger Olson, author of
Questions to All Your Answers

Toward the Sea of Freedom
Society darling Karen Butler falls hard after the public discovery of her father's suicide and his empty
bank accounts. With no friends, money, or faith, Karen goes to live with her grandmother Sophia, hoping
to inherit her ranch. But the dilapidated ranch is not what Karen expects, and her uncanny resemblance
to Sophia's dead sister, Esther, forces Sophia to confront the tragic mistakes of her own past by giving
Esther's diaries to Karen. As the reluctant newest resident of her grandmother Sophia's Golden T ranch,
pampered socialite Karen Butler wants nothing more than to return to L.A. But there's no going back to
the past. Her father is dead. Her family home has been sold. Her finances and options are exhausted. And
her hope is gone.

The Women of Crooked Creek
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Soccer mom Sandra and sports angel Bob are back!Peter has been cast as one of the Walton boys in a local
play, giving Sandra a new chauffeur duty. When the two of them get stuck inside the remote theater
during a snowstorm, and then find a dead body, Sandra calls on her old friend Bob to help.It's a kooky
cast of suspicious characters, and one of them is a killer. Can Sandra and Bob figure out who it is
before someone else gets hurt?

The One Year Inspirational Words of Jesus for Women
To move forward, she might have to take a step back. Divorced empty-nester Becky Linden wants a fresh
start. After two decades away, she returns to her hometown to find herself. What she discovers instead
is the long-abandoned schoolhouse where she had her first kiss as a teenager. Others might see an
eyesore, but Becky sees the neglected building as a charming business opportunity and her future.
However, she can't do it on her own. The one man who can help her is the last one she ever thought she'd
ever ask--her ex-boyfriend. Zack Durbin works for the school district that owns the run-down building,
and he agrees with locals: the schoolhouse is a problem. What's more? It's his job to solve the problem.
Then Zack's old high school sweetheart shows up with a dream to open a bookshop and reboot her life. Is
Zack willing to sacrifice his career for the only woman he's ever loved? Or will the past haunt him
forever? Now available in large print.The Schoolhouse is a heartwarming, second-chance romance about a
determined forty-something, her high school sweetheart, and the abandoned schoolhouse that just might
have a little life left. Order your copy today. Hickory Grove, Indiana is an old-fashioned small town
full of big-hearted people with quirky stories. Each book is a sweet, standalone read. The Schoolhouse:
Book One The Christmas House: Book Two The Farmhouse: Book Three The Innkeeper's House: Book Four

Introducing Gertrude, Gumshoe
There just isn't enough crime in Mattawooptock, so Gertrude has to convince Calvin to go to the big
city—Portland, where she will go undercover as the newest slam poet on the scene. But have any actual
crimes been committed, or is this just Gertrude's wild imagination at work?

Black
Bad guys beware: There's a soccer mom on your trail. Work-at-home-mom Sandra's life is a whirlwind of
activity. So, why's she so bored? When a referee drops dead during her son's soccer game, and a short
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man claiming to be an angel asks her to help investigate--suddenly, her life's not so boring. The angel
(is he really an angel?) tells her to go undercover as a soccer referee, which, of course, is
ridiculous. She hasn't run anywhere since high school. But Sandra will find out she is still capable of
far more than she thought--with a little help from above. This is book 1 in a brand-new cozy mystery
series. Download it today!

Piercehaven Box Set
WARNING: Gertrude can be a bit of a crank! She shoots from the hip, is unburdened by tact, and likes
things done her way. Yet, people adore her. It's a mystery. Speaking of which, Gertrude never set out to
be a sleuth. She was just minding her own business among her many, many collections (including her cat
collection), when her neighbor went missing. With no one else around to help, Gertrude stepped in to
solve the case--and found out she's got quite a knack for snooping. You will love Gertrude, because
she's laugh-out-loud, outlandishly funny. Get book 1 today!

The Nantucket Inn
When Ethan Kincaid and Audra Gilliland, a young mother of two, agree to a marriage of convenience, their
reluctant hearts must find the courage to risk falling truly, deeply in love. Original.

The Third Girl
This brilliantly inventive fantasy epic by the award-winning author of Watership Down immerses the
reader in a medieval world complete with created languages, detailed maps and elaborate traditions and
rituals. Centring on the long-awaited reincarnation of a giant bear among the half-barbaric Orelgan
people, Shardik's appearance sets off a violent chain of events as faith in his divinity sweeps the
land. Closest to the bear is the hunter Kelderek, a naturally pious, ignorant, well-meaning man who
becomes - in his dedication to Shardik - a prophet, victorious soldier, corrupt priest-king and ruler of
an empire. A gripping tale of war, adventure, morality and slavery, horror and romance, Shardik is a
remarkable exploration of mankind's universal desire for divine incarnation, and the corrosive influence
of power. Recently ranked in the top 100 bestsellers over the past 40 years by the Sunday times, Shardik
is a book for our age.
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More Jesus Diet
The long-awaited final book in the Shelter Trilogy. A cop killer hiding out in the church. A girl with a
terrifying secret. Unpaid bills. Empty cupboards. A pastor so tired, he might not survive the day. Is
God still listening? Has Open Door Church run its course? Or does God have more in store? When
circumstances force Galen to start listening, he hears something new. And he can hardly believe what God
has to say. Yes, God is still listening. Get your Revival today!

Commack
Darcy was 24, living with her parents, and struggling to make her student loan payments. So, when she
heard that Grace Space Independent Consultants make $40 per hour, she could hardly wait to sign on the
dotted line. That signature launches her into a crazy adventure full of embarrassing blunders, kooky
characters, and sidesplitting laughs, and it's not long before she starts to wonder if the purple dream
is too good to be true.

The Pinch Runner
For ten years, Gabe Talmadge languished in prison, convicted of a horrible crime. Now, he is free once
again but unable to find work in the midst of the Great Depression. In desperation, Gabe returns to
Ransom, Idaho, hoping that his uncaring father will give him food and shelter, if not love. But the
prodigal son is not welcomed home. Hungry and hopeless, Gabe is rescued by the owner of a sheep ranch
south of Ransom. Incredibly, Akira Macauley gives him a place to live and work to do. More than that,
she gives him hope. But just as Gabe comes to believe that happiness may be within his grasp, his life
begins to unravel. Gabe must either sink again into an abyss of hopelessness or cling to a hope, faith,
and love stronger than any he has ever known.

The Showstopper
A missing girl. An expat amateur sleuth. And a whole lot of croissants. Meet Molly Sutton, 38 years old
and out of work, who moves to the French village of Castillac to recover from the end of her marriage.
She's looking for peace, beautiful gardens, and pastry--but she's barely gotten over jet-lag when a
local girl goes missing. In between getting her old ramshackle house in order and reveling in French
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food, Molly ends up embroiled in the case, along with the gendarmes of Castillac. And unlike the Nancy
Drews she loved as a child, this mystery stirs up emotions she thought had been put to rest..and
terrifies the residents of her beloved village.

Shardik
More Jesus Diet offers 30 new devotions designed to encourage, challenge, and motivate people to put
Jesus first in everything, even their physical health.

Piercehaven
What if losing weight was a lot simpler than we think? What if the secret to physical health was
spiritual health? I shed the weight by drawing closer to my Savior. And I wrote these 30 devotions to
help others do the same. If I can do it, so can you.

Grace Space
Piercehaven Power wants to erect two windmills on Chicken Hill. Some islanders will do anything to stop
this from happening. Will the controversy rip this tight-knit community apart? Can Emily's new softball
team put this small Maine island back together again? (This is book 2 of the Piercehaven Trilogy. All
three books are available in large print!)

Out of Control
What if you had the opportunity to sit at Jesus’ feet as Mary did? Wouldn’t it be exciting to be
Nicodemus, to seek wisdom from Wisdom itself in the cool of night? Or how about being in the sandals of
the Samaritan woman at the well, meeting her Savior—the person who knew her better than she knew
herself? We, too, can encounter Jesus, as often as we want, through his recorded words in Scripture.
They are every bit as powerful now as they were when he spoke them aloud. The Bible is timeless. Jesus’
sayings, promises, and grace are all still 100% relevant today. His words, through the power of the Holy
Spirit, can speak to your soul. You can be transformed. The One Year Inspirational Words of Jesus for
Women has collected the inspirational sayings of Jesus for you in one beautiful, giftable book. Let
these words comfort you, encourage you, and inspire you.
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Trespass
A young lobsterman is missing. Is it foul play? And why is James acting so weirdly? Emily is trying to
plan a wedding, but does she really know the man she's about to marry? Does she really know anyone on
the island?

Windmills (Large Print)
Twenty years ago a teenager drowned in Clearwater Lake. Now her ghost is haunting its shores. Gertrude
knows there's no such thing as ghosts, and she's going to prove it—even if it means spending some time
in the water herself.

In Too Deep
The Whistle Blower
Researcher Gina Gray is on the verge of a breakthrough in sonar technology, and what she's told Navy
Commander Mark Bishop is only the beginning.

The Jesus Diet
Twelve years ago, Claire Porter thought her entire life was over when she learned that her husband Dave
was having an affair with a young college student. Following their divorce, Claire started over
including changing back to her maiden name of Conway. Claire now feels pretty good about her
accomplishments. She has raised a wonderful son Dakota, enjoys her work, and finally has a new love.
When Dakota informs her that he is engaged, she looks forward to meeting his fiancée even as she wonders
if thirty-one-year-old Sara Jennings is too old for her "little" six-foot-plus boy. Secrets never stay
buried long and only God can help Claire find forgiveness when betrayal comes back to haunt her.

The Shepherd's Voice
Emily is excited to start her new teaching job on a remote Maine island. It seems God is really dropping
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all the puzzle pieces of her life into place. There's even a handsome lobsterman in play. But the island
also harbors a long-kept dark secret, and it's up to Emily to figure out what it is and what she's going
to do about it.

Gertrude, Gumshoe: Murder at Goodwill
Just how long did Sandra and her angel friend Bob think they could stay out of trouble? A man from the
church softball team has been found dead in the woods behind the church. But all Bob's past sleuthing
has gotten him into trouble, so he can't get involved. Should Sandra stay out of this one and let the
police handle it? Nah. She tries to lie low, but then the police arrest the wrong man--and she's got a
pretty good idea who the real killer is. She's just got to get her supernatural partner back in action.

Undetected
Gertrude is back! When she finds a murder victim at her local Goodwill, she tries to tell the Sheriff's
Department everything she knows. Of course, they don't listen. So of course, she must solve the mystery
herself. And the only way she can figure to do this is to go undercover—as the Mattawooptock Goodwill's
newest team member. Anyone who knows Gertrude knows this probably isn't the best idea. She'll probably
get fired. Or arrested. Or worse.

The Showstopper
A young lobsterman is missing. Is it foul play? And why is James acting so weirdly? Emily is trying to
plan a wedding, but does she really know the man she's about to marry? Does she really know anyone on
the island?

The Visitation
Gluten-free professional chef Robert M. Landolphi proves that a gluten-free lifestyle doesn't have to be
bland and boring, labor-intensive, or time consuming inside Quick-Fix Gluten Free. In preparation for
his follow-up to Gluten Free Every Day Cookbook, Landolphi queried fans about their biggest gluten-free
challenges and created Quick-Fix Gluten Free in response to the dishes. Divided into nine sections
delving into everything from appetizers and breakfast to hearty, internationally inspired dishes, fan
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favorite comfort foods and decadent sweets and treats, Quick-Fix Gluten Free offers 100 fast and easily
prepared recipes for crave-worthy dishes like Cinnamon Dusted French Toast, Kickin' Paella, Gnocchi with
Roasted Garlic Butter and Parmesan Cheese, and Aunt Lil's Rich and Creamy Cheesecake. With a focus on
fast, fresh and flavorful, these contemporary dishes are simple enough for everyday meals and delicious
enough to serve to anyone--whether they are on a gluten-free diet or not. Whether your choice to live
gluten free is driven by the desire to lose weight, comply with a celiac diet, the need to avoid wheat
because of mild allergies or the suspected link between gluten and autism, Quick-Fix Gluten Free proves
that once-taboo foods like crusty breads, creamy pastas and indulgent cakes are no longer off-limits.

Gertrude, Gumshoe: Slam Is Murder
Four courageous women, an untamed land, and the daring to embark on an unforgettable adventure. If you
love stories of bravery and courage with unforgettable women and the men they love, you'll enjoy the
Women of Crooked Creek.EmmaEmma Hawkins is a dedicated doctor in the little town of Crooked Creek,
Montana Territory. Casey Latimer is a wounded soldier in search of a new home and a new beginning. When
Casey, battered and bruised, falls at Emma's feet, she is duty-bound to help him. What happens next is
something Emma never expected. HattieMarried three months before the war and now a widow, Harriett
McBride can either give up and sell her ranch or fight for the life she and her husband came west to
build. With the help of a friend and a stranger, she must stop the one who threatens all she holds dear.
When Hattie is faced with an unexpected choice, will she bury her heart on the battlefield forever or
find a way to love again?BrileyFar from home and with no family left, Briley Donaghue answers an
advertisement from a rancher seeking a wife in Montana Territory. She arrives in Crooked Creek to find
an empty cabin, a letter from her fiancé, and too many unanswered questions. Alone and uncertain, Briley
forges a new life in an unfamiliar land. ClaraNo longer willing to allow society's opinion to influence
her life, Clara Stowe sought a change, and what better place than the frontier. With her young daughter
by her side, she embarks on an unexpected undertaking to the Montana Territory. With grit and
determination, they arrive in Crooked Creek to shape the life Clara had always dreamed of and honor the
memory of the one they lost.

Shelter
When you were eighteen, did you think you knew everything? Liberty is confident she does. What she
doesn't know: angels and demons have been fighting over her for years, and the battle is about to come
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to a head. Forces are waiting for her in the tiny town of Commack. They're beckoning her. But when she
gets there, she'll meet a woman who died a century ago. A woman who left behind a message--for Liberty.
Will Liberty choose darkness? Or light? (Formerly titled The Witches of Commack, Maine.)

Revival
Samantha Cooper is missing and her boyfriend is desperate to find her. Desperate enough to hire
Gertrude, Gumshoe. Thrilled to have her first real client, Gertrude gets right to work. But is she
really ready for a real case? Can she catch a kidnapper without getting herself kidnapped?

Gertrude, Gumshoe and the VardSale Villain
Soccer mom Sandra and sports angel Bob are back! Peter has been cast as one of the Walton boys in a
local play, giving Sandra a new chauffeur duty. When the two of them get stuck inside the remote theater
during a snowstorm, and then find a dead body, Sandra calls on her old friend Bob to help. It's a kooky
cast of suspicious characters, but one of them is a killer. Can Sandra and Bob figure out who it is
before someone else gets hurt?

Gertrude, Gumshoe and the Clearwater Curse
Lisa Hodges needs to make a decision fast. Thanks to her dead husband's gambling addiction, their
savings is almost gone. In her early fifties with a large, waterfront home on Nantucket to support, Lisa
hasn't worked in over thirty years, has no in-demand skills and is virtually unemployable.Her only
options are to sell the house and move off-island, or, she could use her cooking and entertaining skills
and turn her home into a bed and breakfast. She desperately needs it to succeed because she has four
grown children with problems of their own and wants to stay close to them. Her oldest daughter, Kate,
has a fabulous career in Boston--working as a writer for a popular fashion magazine and engaged to a
dangerously handsome, photographer, who none of them have met.Kate's twin, local artist, Kristen, has
been reasonably content with her on-again off-again relationship with an older, separated businessman.
Her son, Chase, runs his own construction business and is carefree, happily dating here and there but
nothing serious. Youngest daughter, Abby, is happily married to her high school sweetheart, and they've
been trying to have a baby. But it hasn't happened yet, and Abby wonders if it's a sign that maybe their
marriage isn't as perfect as everyone thinks. ?Come visit Nantucket and see how Lisa's new bed and
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breakfast has an impact on almost everyone in her family. It's the first book in a new series that will
follow the Hodges family, friends, and visitors to Nantucket's Beach Plum Cove Inn.
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